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ABSTRACT

We present the results of theoretical investigations of nonhomogeneous fluctuations in

submicron active regions of many-valley semiconductors with equivalent valleys (Ge, Si-

type), where the dimension 2d of the region is comparable to or less than the intervalley

diffusion relaxation length Liv. It is shown that for arbitrary orientations of the valley axes

(the crystal axes) with respect to lateral sample surfaces, the fluctuation spectra depend

on the bias voltage applied to the layer in the region of weak nonheating electric fields.

The new physical phenomenon is reported: the fluctuation spectra depend on the sample

thickness, with 2d < Liv the suppression of fluctuations arises for fluctuation frequencies

& <£ r~l, T~1 is the characteristic intervalley relaxation time.
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1 Introduction

Fluctuations of electrons in semiconductors have received much attention over several

decades because of their fundamental importance and applied aspects. For a long time

the low-frequency electron fluctuations, such as the nicker and generation-recombination

noises, were the focus of the study. However, since the high frequency region is used in

experimental investigations and new devices, much attention is paid to fluctuations in the

region where the main type of fluctuations for systems in electric fields are the noise of

the hot carriers [1]- [10] and the intervafley noise in many-valley semiconductors [10]- [19].

Among other important effects inherent in this type of fluctuations, several excep-

tional cases are outstanding for which the intrinsic mechanisms of the limitation or the

suppression of the noise have been discovered recently [20]-[33]. The suppression of the

hot-electron noise in bulk-like samples: compensated semiconductors with a strong scat-

tering of electrons by optical phonons (see theory in Ref. [20], experiment in Ref. [21]),

many-valley semiconductors with intensive electron-electron scattering (theory in Ref.

[17], §7). Micrometer length diod structures (experiment in Refs. [22], [10], theory in

Ref. [23]). Thin submicrometre conductive layers, films, etc.: suppression of the Nyquist

noise see in Ref. [24], the ambipotar drift noise in Ref. [17], §8, the hot-electron noise in

Refs. [25]-[27]. In nanoscale samples and structures there exists another phenomenon of

suppression of the shot noise under ballistic and diffusive quantum transport [28]- [33].

The publications cited above show the fundamental ways of controlling the electron

fluctuations and the current noise. Most of these works are focused on III-V compounds.

Meanwhile, the silicon remains basic material of microelectronics. Recently [34]-[36],

the significant progress has been achieved in the technology of submicrometre Si-based

structures and devices, these developments aim high speed and low noise applications.

Particularly, in Si-SiGe bipolar transistor the frequency to above 50 GHz has been realized

[35], [36].

2 Inter-valley fluctuations: influence of interfaces
and boundaries

The fluctuations in many-valley semiconductors due to intervalley transitions have been

investigated in a number of theoretical and experimental works [10]- [19]. This type of

fluctuations is studied in weak and string (heating) electric fields in semiconductors with

equivalent (Ge, Si-type [11]-[17]) and nonequivaient (GaAs-type [18], [19], [22], [10]) vai-



leys. Though every separate valley is characterized by its proper anisotropy (for instance,

partial current density of a valley a, j ^ = £$'£*), the total conductivity in the range of

nonheating fields and correiation function of the Nyquist fluctuations in many-valley semi-

conductors with cubic crystal symmetry are isotropic: aik = ££ = aSlk, < 6Ji6Jk >=

&j2$%k, v is the total number of the valleys. Since in the region of validity of Ohm's low the

excess current noise is proportional to the square of the applied external electric field E,

the intensity of the fluctuations is described by a tensor of fourth rank, which, in general,

does not reduce to a scalar value due to the cubic crystal symmetry. Thus, in contrast to

the Nyquist noise, the excess intervalley current noise is anisotropic, even if the crystal

has cubic symmetry and the heating of the carriers in the electric field is absent. One can

obtain the following comparative estimate for the amplitudes of the intervalley (iv) and

intravalley (i) noises

Here rivi rp are the intervalley and the electron momentum p relaxation times, Vd and

v are the drift and thermal velocities, respectively; Bo = kvTjeLiv is the diffusion field,

Liv = (Driv)
1/2 is the intervalley relaxation length, D is characteristic diffusion coefficient,

ko is Boltzmann constant, e is the electron charge. According to (1}, the Nyquist noise are

already dominated by the intervalley current fluctuations in the region of the nonheating

fields

Eo <£ Ex < Et , (2)

where Et is the diffusion heating field, re is the characteristic time of electron energy e

relaxation.

Size dependence of the intervalley fluctuation spectra has been found in short-length

n+ — n — n+ structures of GaAs, where longitudinal dimension of the structure Lx in

direction of the applied electric field Ex is the smallest size of the structure [22], [10].

In [24]-[27], the electron fluctuation spectra have been calculated under transverse size

effects where sample thickness Id is the smallest size (in the y direction) of the structure:

2d < Lt [25]-[27], Id < Lp [24], L% and LF are the electron energy and momentum

relaxation lengths. The influence of sample thickness and boundary conditions on the

intervalley fluctuation spectra has not been considered.

In this work we investigate theoretically the fluctuations in size restricted crystals of

many- valley semiconductors with equivalent valleys. We show that for thin samples with

2d < Liv the intensities and characteristic frequency of the fluctuations are essentially

modified in comparison with those in an infinite many-valley crystal.

For theoretical description of the problem we use the Langevin's procedure introduc-

ing into the kinetic equation for fluctuation of one-particle distribution function the mi-

croscopic stochastic forces, which correspond to the intravalley {») and intervalley (iv)

scattering of electrons.

Qualitative distinction of fluctuations in size restricted and infinite samples is as follows.

In the restricted sample the fluctuations are nonhomogeneous because of the difference

between the volume and surface intervalley relaxation rates. The fluctuation spectra have

to be determined with taking into account the transverse electric fields, which arise in the

conditions involved, and the Langevin surface sources of fluctuations in addition to the

volume ones. Besides, the relative part of different volume sources into spectral densities

of fluctuations is to be varied depending on sample thickness Id. Actually, the intravalley

stochastic sources generate such the fluctuations, which are corresponded the fluctuations

of the local electron density in individual valley Sna(r, t) related to random space flow of

electrons Ia{r,t). For those we can write Sn'a ~ Ti7,(dll
nv/dy).

Quite the contrary, the fluctuations due to intervalley transitions 6n™ are generated by

the appropriate stochastic source /™ homogeneously (in average over sample volume)

and therefore those are to be proportional to the value TivI™. Relative contribution from

both sources into spectral densities of fluctuations averaged over the volume Vo of the

sample is determined by

As the appropriate correiation functions < l^k^ai >

estimate the parameter 7 in (3) putting I'ay ~ D1'2,

TiVTiV
1a 1a

-1/2
Ti, ' , WJdv) ~ {'«/')>

where I denotes the characteristic scale of the fluctuations. Then, from (3) we get 7 fa

L2
ivjl

2. It is evident that for thin crystal (2rf < Liv) we have I w 2d. If 2d » Liv, the

fluctuations 6n^ generated by the random space electron flows are to be influenced by

intervalley transitions for the length scale greater than Liv. As a result, for thick sample

the characteristic length scale of fluctuations are determined by the effective "outlined"

length / = (2dLiv)
l/2 . From this estimate it follows that the fluctuations in the thick

sample are mainly due to the intervalley random sources 7™ because, in accordance with

(3), the parameter 7 RJ Livj2d <£ 1, For thin sample 7 « L2
ivj{2d)2 3> 1 , thus,

in this case the fluctuations are mainly due to the intravalley stochastic sources Ia .

With 2d ss LiB, both types of the random sources are of the same order of value, hence,

they have to be involved simultaneously in the theory. Note that the contribution into



intervalley fluctuations from intravalley stochastic sources has been usually ignored in

theoretical works.

Another interesting peculiarity of intervalley fluctuations in restricted samples is mod-

ification of the characteristic frequency and the spectral intensities of fluctuations with

the decreasing of the sample thickness. If the intervalley surface scattering rate S is suffi-

ciently strong S » Djd, the redistribution of the intensity of fluctuations occurs over the

spectrum frequencies, i.e. the decreasing for low frequencies uiTiv <£ 1 and the increasing

in the range of more higher frequencies.

All the mentioned qualitative features of intervaltey fluctuations in size restricted sam-

ples are entirely related to sample boundaries and strong surface intervalley relaxation

rate. These features are characteristic of the size restricted samples and do not have to

be manifested itself in a bulk-like crystal, where the surface does not practically influence

the electrophysical and fluctuative properties of the crystal.

3 The model, basic equations and boundary condi-
tions

3.1 The model and basic equations

Time evolution of spatially inhomogeneous quasineutrat fluctuations of the carrier density

in individual valleys is determined from the set of coupled stochastic continuity equations

—6na(r, t) + div8ia(r, t) —

where a = 1 -f- v,

TSa
(4)

Sia{r, t) = -fil(E,6nff(r, t) + na6Et{r, t) - D^,—6na(r, t)) + /^(r , t) (5)

is fluctuation of density of the partia! particle flow. Standard symbols for electron trans-

port coefficients are used here. Equations (4), (5) contain different Langevin's sources of

fluctuations due to intervalley and intravalley scattering of electrons:

i, ( 6 )

t). (7)

Here Xap ore the stochastic microscopic forces with known correlation properties arising

in the Boltzman-Langevin equation [4], [16], [17]. For these random forces the following

identities take place

p "P ' o=l p

which mean the conservation of partial and total densities of the electrons with respect

to intravaltey and intervalley scattering, respectively,

The equations (4)-(7) correspond to low-frequency and long-range fluctuations of the

hydrodynamic type, which require the validity of the criteria:

UJTP < 1, l,Liv » Lp.

The quasineutrality equations completing the equations (4), (S)

If f

J2 Sna(r, t) = 0, £ na = m» = N

(9)

(10)

demand the additional limitation, in comparison with (9), for the fluctuation frequency

and space scale

WTp<£l, lD<l,Liv,2<t, TM^Tiv, (11)

where rM is Maxwell's relaxation time, lD is Debay's screening length, and N is the total

carrier density.

We consider the plate-shaped sample of thickness 2d = Ly in the j/-direction which is

he smallest size of the sample. The lateral dimensions of the sample are taken to be

considerably large than its thickness 2d < Liv <£ Lx <£ Lz. The appropriate geometry of

the sample [37] - [39] is shown in the figure 1 . The equations (4) can be averaged over the

xz plane. After that the problem involved becomes one-dimensional as all the quantities

in (4)-{7) depend only on coordinate y. We suppose the external dc electric field to be

applied in the x direction. The internal transverse electric field in the y direction arising

under the sample geometry considered is to be found from Maxwell's equations

rot E = 0, div j = 0. (12)

Assuming the external electric circuit in the y direction to be opened on dc and ac current

and taking into account the quasineutrality equation (10), we can find the fluctuative

field 8EV from the condition of vanishing the transverse fluctuative current density Siy =

6iv(y,t) = 0.

Note that under these assumptions we can also put 6EX,Z — 0.

6
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Further it is convenient to use the Fourier transform for the equations (4)-(7), as a

result we have

(14)

3.2 The boundary conditions

The boundary conditions to equations (14) are

(15)

where we introduced the intervalley surface scattering rates 5* and the Langevin's surface

sources of intervalley fluctuations u^ (LJ):

dy _± r±d ~iK
a J±(<t-6) a•'<

(16)
J±(d-S) •

Here we used the following designation / ± = F(y = ±d). The problem of the boundary

conditions to the kinetic equation for distribution function is a fundamental and extraor-

dinary complex theoretical task. This problem has been discussed, for instance, in [40] -

[42], using the quantum microscopic approach. The analogous solution of this problem for

the fluctuations is out of the aim of our paper. Here, the most appropriate way to derive

the boundary conditions to the equations (14) is as follows. Let us consider the model of

a surface layer in the figure 2. We integrate the volume equations (14) over an extremely

thing surface layer of thickness <5, where lp <£ 6 <£ Id . We suppose the intervalley relax-

ation time within the surface layer involved to be much greater than in the rest volume

out of the layer. As a result, we obtain the equations (15) and the expressions (16) which

are the boundary conditions to the equations (14).By using the correlation relations [4],

[16] for the stochastic sources (6), (7), one can obtain for two valleys

(17)
Vo '

Thus, the spectral density of the Langevin's surface sources can be expressed in terms

of the surface rates of intervalley relaxation, which are the parameters of the stationary

problem. Modification of the fluctuation spectra has to be the most significant for strong

intervalley surface scattering of the electrons

D
~d'

(18)

Then we can apply to the equations (15) iteration procedure after that the equations are

reduced to

6na(y = ±d, u) = 0. (19)

Boundary conditions of the form of (19) have been used in [43]. Note that criterion (18)

is directly opposite to the criterion of Refs. [37], [38]: 5* = 0. It makes possible to

neglect here the nonhomogeneity of stationary distribution of the carriers in the valleys

(the domains), which can arise in thin samples.

3.3 Solution of stochastic continuity equations

Let us consider the two-valley model which is illustrated in figure 2. Using this model,

we can write for the relative fluctuation Sf — 6n.i/n0 the following equations

(21)

Here the operator in the left-hand-side and the function in the right-hand-side of the

equation (20) are

7 - 1 . I22)

(23)

The effective stochastic sources of the fluctuations are determined by the expressions

l,i,

In (22)-(25) the following designations are used

(24)

(25)

(26}

= y/Liv, £ = Ex/E0, a = Ll/r^D, D = Dg(l - a2 sin2 2tf), a =

The solution of equations (20), (21) can be written as

KC^G^CCX, (27)

where Gw((, (') is the Green's function of the operator (22) with zero boundary conditions.

To find GU(C,C') w e consider two different regions C' > C and C < £:



Substituting (28) into formula (27 ) we rewrite it in the form

= \ \ (29)

For Green's functions (28) we obtain the expressions:

where A:(±) = (ki ± k2)/2 ,

(32)

Finally, we can write

<5/(C, ui) = ^ [ ^ ( C , Co) + ̂ (C, -Co)], (33)

where for the function T{(,,CQ) w e n a ve the following expression:

sinh U;/_i(<"

sinh
Co) . (34)

In order to compare the contributions of different Langevin's sources (6) and (7) in the

spectral densities of fluctuations, next we will consider those separately. As a result, we

have

For these two terras we find the following expressions:

exp [fc(+)Cl r rC =.
6f •"{<;,*) = (36)

sinh

where the direct calculation of the function F1-lu gives

FI!J{C, C\^) ~ ('Xp ~^(+)C' sinh fc(_)(C + C') i (37)

iProm these results we can calculate, by using the expressions (35)-(37), the spectral

densities of fluctuations of the valley carrier density, current density, transverse voltage

in the sample and determine those frequency, field and size dependences.

4 Intervalley near-equilibrium fluctuations

One of the peculiarities of fluctuations in restricted samples is spatial inhomogeneity

of this fluctuations. Therefore, it is necessary to average the spectral densities of the

fluctuating quantities over the sample thickness

1 rd fd

{2dfj-d ~-J-d

Using the following expressions for the current density

6jx = —2ef/̂  — anaD(£ sin(2i?) + o

and the fluctuative transverse electric field

(38)

(39)

(40)

we find the expression for the spectral density of fluctuations of the current density in the

restricted sample

(41)

Here we introduce the adimensional quantities

Sj(u,Ex) = —rrr^s $ , Ex) - (42)

where («5/2)^=0 = r/NV0, and (fij2)™=0 = 2e2ND/V0 are the spectral densities of

equilibrium fluctuations of the valley carrier density and the current density for infinite

crystal, respectively.

The intervalley fluctuations can be studied experimentally by investigating besides the

excess current noise, the fluctuations of the transverse bias voltage

6U = f SEv(y) dy.

Using (40),(43), we obtain the expression for the appropriate spectral density

(43)

(44)

where bU = 6U/2dEf, is the adimensional transverse voltage.

Important peculiarity of excess current noise related to decreasing of sample thickness

arises due to dependence of the spectral density SJ(UJ,EX) (the second term in (42)) on

the external electric field. This statement follows from the fact that for an arbitrary
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orientation of the valleys relative to lateral sample surfaces the electric field enters in the

equation (20). As a result, the spectral density is decreased with the increasing the electric

field because of the drift to the surfaces and destruction of the fluctuations due to strong

surface intervalley relaxation. For the valley's orientations corresponding $ = 0, JT/4

the electric field drops from equation (20), In these cases the intervalley fluctuations are

identical to ones under the thermal equilibrium conditions in the range of electric fields

(2). Therefore, this situation has to be analyzed.

Setting Ex = 0, we find the equilibrium local spectral density {l>f{L(.\)6f[(a))w and

average it over the sample thickness. For the averaged spectral density 5/(w,Co) =

S/(IA), EX = 0 ) we obtain

, Co) = £(w, Co) = £ * > , Co) + X7(w, Co) • (45)

Here functions SCiv''(uj, Co) give the frequency and size dependences of the equilibrium

intervalley spectra

1 1 __ fsinh(ft) _ sin (ft
cosh(ft) + cos(6) \ ft 6

(47)

where ft = 2Co«e(fc(_,), 6 = 2Co/m(fc(->)-

Let us analyze, in short, the expression (45). The contribution related to the second

term is entirely determined by the sample boundaries and disappears if d —» oo (Co —+ °o) :

/C, —> 0, /CjU —*• (1 + w2r2)^' . For the range of low frequencies wr < 1 we find

1 tanh(Coh (48)

K V 0,Co) ^ ^
l Co

These give the following size dependence of the low-frequency spectrum

Co
(49)

For Co ~S> 1 the main contribution to the spectral density is due to intervalley scattering

because we have /C » l/(2Co), ICiv ~ 1, i.e. Kiv » £' . For Co « 1 we obtain that

11

- •• » " W H M « ft tt.-lS

JC™ < /C*. consequently, size dependence of the spectral density is mainly determined by

the transverse fluctuative electron flows:

Jt{uJ ~ 0, CoJ = ~Co - l^"J

Thus, frequency dependence of spectral density of fluctuations is determined for Co ~> 1

by the /'"-source and for Co <S 1 - by the /'-source.

The most interesting feature of spectra (45)-(48) is the low-frequency spectral density

of fluctuations for restricted sample can be much less than for an infinite crystal. That

follows directly from the formula (50) and also is illustrated by numerical calculations in

figure 3 and figure 4. We also calculate the field dependences of low-frequency spectral

density of fluctuations of the current density which are presented in figure 5. As is seen

from this figure, the significant decreasing of the fluctuation intensity takes place. In the

range of high frequencies UIT » 1 the dispersion of fluctuation spectra can be varied from

ft: (OJT)~2 to K) (OJT ,-3/2

5 Conclusion

We have shown that fluctuation features of the electron gas in submicron structures of

many-valley semiconductors are significantly different from the ones for infinite crystal.

In particular, under Ohm's low conditions the fluctuation spectra of the valley carrier

density depend on the applied electric field. The intensity of fluctuations depends on

the sample thickness, for thin samples it is significantly suppressed due to strong surface

intervailey scattering of electrons. These results indicate the way to control the intervalley

current noise in submicron structures in the base of many-valley semiconductors, where

the different interfaces play an important role.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 a, b. (a} Geometry of size restricted sample with 2rf = Ly <. Lx <g Lz ;

(b) Orientation of valleys relative to the lateral sample faces in two-valley model.

Figure 2. The surface layer with a strong rate of intervaley relaxation.

Figure 3. The dependences of spectral density of low-frequency fluctuations of the carrier

valley density on the sample thicknesses £0 : 1, )CI(UJ,CO)~, 2, £2(w,Co); 3, SJ(U>XQ) =

Figure 4, Frequency dependences of spectral density of fluctuations of the carrier valley

density for different sample thicknesses Q, : 1,0.5; 2,1.0; 3,2.0; 4,3.0; 5,5.0; 6,oo.

Figure 5. Field dependences of low-frequency spectral density of fluctuations of the cur-

rent density for different sample thicknesses fo : 1,0.5; 2,1.0; 3,2.0; 4,3.0; 5,5.0; 6,oo.
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